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I i i CAVER BEACH PARTY! ! !

the

TexascaveR

by Craig Bittinger

Volume 24, No. 4, 1979
On June 16 approximately 60
cavers converged upon the shores of
South Padre Island . . ~e event was
the Greater South Texas Grotto Beach
Party. A wide range of caving groups
were represented including, UTG,
Houston, A&M, San Marcos, San Antonio
and many indepdents.
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The party started off with 6
people being blown across the sands
by a Navy Parachute. After several
hours
worth of frustration the paraCave Contest .................. ~ 63
chute
finally became a sun shelter.
The Little Man in Airman's Cave 63
There
were
hosts of people splashing
News Notes. • . . • • • • • . • • . • . . • . . . . 64
in th.e surf and riding Oztotl innertubes.. The sun baked the partiers
while preparations for the evening
meal got underway. The feast includISSUE EDITOR: Bill Russell
ed crabs, shrimp, corn, delicious hush
STAFF: Mark.Minton, Mark Shumate,
puppies,
and baked potatoes. As the
Bill . Stone, Terri Treacy, Lisa Wilk
sun went down spirits lifted and
people congregated to a central fire.
A giant log was rolled into the middle
The TEXAS CAVER is a bimonthly publication
of the Texas Speleological Association (TSA), of the blazing bonfire. Two well
fortified cavers took the challange
an. inte~al organization of the National
Speleologi<Jal Society (NSS) and is · published and began to walk the log. As their
daring increased, their intellect deby James Jasek in Waco, Texa9.
creased and soon they were crawling
SUBSCRIPTIONS are $5.00 per year. Persons
across the log scorching their beards
subscribing after the first of the year will and other bodily hair. Their acrobatr~ceive all back issues for that year. Single ics were inspiring and soon the group
was undergoi~g bodily contortions led
copies are available at 90¢ each, postpaid.
by the A&M cavers. T.R. Evans amazed
The TEXAS CAVER openly invites contributors
everyone by passing ~tis entire body
to submit: articles, reports, news, cartoons, through his clenched arms. The morncave maps, caving articles, and photographs
ing sun found everyone sandy, with
(any size print btack & white or color print) not all the sand being on the outside
for publication in the TEXAS CAVER.
of their bodies, Noon found everyone
on their way back to their accustomed
Address all SUBSCRIPTIONS and EDITORIAL
haunts reddend, gritty, bleary eyed,
material to the editor: James Jasek, l0l9
and satisfied with a weekend of true
Melrose Dr., Waco, Texas ?6?l0.
caver
revelry.
I
.

When sending in a change of address, please
include your old address.
Persons interested in EXCHANGES or FOREIGN
subscriptions should direct correspondence to·
the editor.
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Cover Photo:
The Monster Borehole section
of the Master Main Drain, Airman's Cave, Travis County Texas.
See article for details.
Photo by Bill Russell

LONG AND DEEP CAVES
bY
Meters
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.

Powell's Cave
Indian Creek Cave
Caverns of Sonora
Cave-Without-A-Name
Inner Space Caverns
Airmen 1 s Cave
Longhorn Caverns
Natural Bridge Caverns
River Styx Cave

17,000
* 6 '710
* 6,100
4,310
4,140
3,410
3,000
2,620
2,560

dale

Feet

pate
County

55,749
22,000
20,000
14,151
13,579
11,200
99,850
8,580
8,387

Menard
Uvalde
Sutton
Kendall
Williamson
Travis
Burnett
Kendall
King

448
371
340
331
328
315
314
309
307
300

Terrell
Val Verde
Culberson
Edwards
Val Verde
El Paso
Crockett
Brewster
Edwards
Val Verde

*Indicates estimated mapped passage
Deep Cave of Texas
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sorcerer's Cave (Adams Cave)
Langtry Lead Cave
Plateau Cave
Blowhole
H.T. Miers Cave
Helm's West Well
0-9 . Water Well
400 Foot Cave
Devil's Sinkhole
Emerald Sink

136.6
ll3.1
103.6
110.9
100.0
96.0
95.7
94.2
93.5
91.4

The lists of long and deep caves
of Texas are continually changing
which indicates that there is still
at least some interest in Texas caves.
It seems though, that fewer and fewer are doing the majority of the work
in this prime caving area. The following lists are the updated versions of
the one published in the June 1977
Texas Caver for the deep caves and the
April 1978 issue for the long caves.
There has only been one change
in the deep cave list, but this was
a major change. Langtry Lead has succumbed after 19 years to a deeper surveyed cave; Sorcerer's Cave, formerly
known as Adam's Cave, has been mapped

to a record depth of 136.6 meters
(448 feet). The mapping and explor· atio~ has been carried out by George
Veni, Randy Waters, Gary Poole, Steve
Damon, Scott Hardin and others of
the San Antonio Grotto. The mapping
is not complete and the cave appears
to go · even de~per in a nice size river passage. This project lends credence to the rumor that there are
still major caves left in Texas to
explore. All it takes is the persistence to search them out.

continued next page
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There are several changes in the state. This hopefully will encourage
cavers to map and not just explore
long caves list, starting at the top
new
discoverys and to tabulate their
with Powell's Cave. Nineteen cavers
data
soon after the mapping is done.
particpated in a "mini-project" in
this fabled Texas cave on the weekend
Airmen's Cave and Longhorn Cavof September 15-17 and added approxierns
stay in their respective places
mately one kilometer of passage to
with
no new mapping in them.
the map. The cave now stands at 17
kilometers and still going with many
Natural Bridge Caverns falls in
kilometers still waiting to be mapped.
eighth at this time at 2,625 meters.
Indian Creek Cave is second, be- A new map by Orion Knox lists 3, 354
hind Powell's Cave, and it has an es- meters as the length, but this length
timated 6.71 kilometers of mapped pas- includes 460 meters of passage in the
Upper and Lower South Caverns and the
sage. The actual figures have still
not been tabulated, but this estimate Jeremy Room. It also includes 287
was made by several of the cavers who meters of loops and tunnels in the
survey of the Main Caverns. Although
were on the original mapping trips
Upper and Lower South Caverns and
and is probably close to the actual
the Jeremy Room were originally part
mapped length. Someday we may know
of the Main Caverns, breakdown has
the true figures.
sealed them off separately and there
is no physical connection between
Caverns of Sonora is now third
them. Evidently, the Main Caverns
with 6.1 kilometers of, again, estistill have lots to be mapped so the
·mated passage. The length was an
cave will continue to grow. The
estimate given me by Carl Kunath and
River
Styx area is on Orion's new map,
was confirmed by several cavers who
were in on the original mapping. Un- but the figures for this area disappeared with the old Dallas-Ft. Worth
fortunately, the majority of surveys
that were done in the cave are filled survey notes, so it is not included
in the length at this time.
with confusion and errors. Because
of this and other reasons, the true
Prassell Ranch Cave and River
length of the fine cave will probably
Styx
Cave moved down to ninth and
never be known. Due to the delicate
tenth,
respectively, and there has
nature of the cave, the owners, with
been
no
new work in either of these.
good reason, have stopped all trips
off the commerci al trai l.
So you see, there has been some
work done. Most importantly was the
Cave-Without-a-Name moves into
push on Sorcerer ' s Cave to the new
fourth place due to an error on my
part concerning Inner Space. No new
depth record. I compliment the SAG
mapping has been done in Cave-Withcavers for their efforts. Orion
out-A-Name.
Knox's map of NBC can only be considered a work of art and will probably
I nner Space dropped 370 meters
stand out in cave cartography circles
in length after I noticed a note on
for years to come. Fortunately.
there are still many major discoverWilliam Elliot's 1970 map which said
ies
out there, waiting under the hills
1224 feet out of 14,243 feet were
of
Te~as.
If you look hard enough,
sketche d, not mapped. While this may
you
m~ght
be
lucky to find them. Of
not seem fair, especially after Incourse
,
any
information
gathered on
dian Creek Cave and Cave rns o f Sonora
cave
r
e
gardless
of
size
should be
any
are onl y r epresented by estima t es of
sent
to
the
Texas
Speleological
Survey,
mapped passage, this list is of the
P.
O.
Box
5672,
Austin,
Tx,
78763.
top ten MAPPED long caves in the
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TEXAS OLDTI ME RS REUNION
GILL EDIGER

A motion to disband the TSA and
the Texas Caver was soundly defeated
by the Board of Governors at the recent meeting in Kerrville, indicating
that a spark of life still twitches
in the old body we know as the ~exas
Region. With proper care and feeding, that spark has · begun to grow and
some progress toward reunification of
the Texas Speleological Association
is evident. -The immediate case in
point being the preparations for the
2nd annual Texas Old Timers Reunion.

vertical or mapping program. The
fact that cavers from all over the
state will be learning to cave together will make for a stronger TSA
and add to, not detract from, the
strength of local clubs by expanding
their horizons toward other caves,
places, and people. These workshops
will be held throughout the day Saturday and will run somewhat concurrently with various contests: rope
climb, ladder climb, beer chug,
speleolympics, etc. Bring you vertical gear! A publications table
This reunion is being set up for will be set up by the TSA, TSS, AMCS
you--the TSA--individually and collec- and others. Back issues and current
tively. It is designed, hopefully,
titles will be available.
to increase your interest in the TSA
and to increase the TSA's interest
Saturday nite a Bar-B-Q and
in you. Last year's TOT was poorly
dance/party is planned. It'll be a
good chance for new cavers and old
organized and advertised. This year
we plan to change that. What follows timers to get to know each other.
It'll be good for them. It'll be
is a rundown of the tentative activities planned for this year's TOT.
good for you. It'll be good for caving. And it'll be good for the TSA.
First off, the Reunion will be
But that's not all. Sunday mornon the weekend of the 14, 15 and 16
of September. This date was a com~
ing the TSA BOG will hold their fall
meeting to elect officers for 1980.
promise made so that our use of the
Cypress Bend Campground at New Braun- New cavers will be able to experience
what vestiges of speleopolitics still
fels wouldn't interfer with Labor
Day tourists. It soon became clear
exist in Texas.
that those dates had other advantages
not at first obvious: School begins
Caving trips are planned for
around Labor Day and student grottos
Sunday afternoon and are intended
from all over the state will be able
to round out the training atmosphere
to make their first club trip a train- with a little hands-on experience.
ing trip/social function all in one.
Clubs should see to it that all their
To these ends workshops (training
personnel are adequately equipped and
sessions) are being considered dealprearranged caving trips will be set
ing with equipment and techniques to
up for simplicities sake. Short trips
include vertical, bolts, wetsuits,
will be set up for those who have a
lights, and mapping. New and potenlong way to travel to get home. For
tial cavers get their appetites whet- those who don't, a benefit dance to
ted before they have a chance to lose help the AMCS Huautla Project buy
interest. Some of the most experienc- rope will be held Sunday nite at the
ed cavers in the state will be on hand Soap Creek Saloon in Austin. Any
to train and give advice to newer ones.cavers showing up with a hardhat and
All of us can gain by sharing and in- lamp will be allowed irt for half price.
teracting of such training sessions,
expecially grottos without a strong
continued next page53

TOT- continued

HOW TO WRITE AN ACCIDENT REPORT

There are many things to be accomplished over the weekend, and you
can help them be successful. Club
and grotto officers and organizers
are asked to get their acts together
early and have meetings as early in
the semester as possible and to encourage their members, both new and
old, to attend. Everyone is asked
to arrive Fridav nite if possible.
As an incentive to this we are attempting to arrange to see the bat
flight at Bracken Bat Cave Friday
evening. The bat flight was one of
the big events at the 1978 NSS Convention at ~ew Braunfels and is sure
to impress even the most experienced
cavers. Friday evening festivities
will continue back at the campground
as the Howdy Party gets underway.

by Bill Russell

In addition, as the name · implies,
old timers from the SO's and 60's are
being sought out and invited. Many
are being asked to bring slides from
that era in Texas caving. During
the dance/party Saturday nite, slides
and cave movies from the past will be
shown on as many as 6 different screens.
If you have particularly good slides
of caves, cavers, scenery, or just funny things that cavers would enjoy seeing edit them well and bring them along--only 2 criteria exist: (1) they
must be well edited (good quality:
focus and exposure) and (2) they must
be in a Kodak Carousel 80 slide tray.
Sixteen milimeter and Super 8 movie
projectors will be available for those
with movies to show.
If you know of cavers from the
past who should be invited, please
send their names and addresses to the
TOT Secretary, Alicia Gale, at 2103
S. 7th, Temple, TX 76501.
If you would like to help with
workshops, events, parties, caving
trips, etcetera, contact the Organizing Committee Chairman, Mike Walsh
at 3313 Campbell, #262, Houston, TX,
77080 -- (713) 460-1611.
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Many current reports are written
in a positively derogatory style.
The introductory remarks !able the
victim or potential victim "a really
stupid, inexperienced fool." Then
it goes on to conclude that one
should not do unsafe things - hardly
helpful.
Not only is this type of
analysis not useful as no one thinks
they do unsafe things it tends to
make one feel t~at only total klutzes
have accidents and the reader, not
being (at least in his opinion) a
total klutz therefore has nothing to
worry about.
Accident reports should make the
cause of the accident seem like a logical course of action. This way people will report more accidents and it
•.vill appear that reasonable people
have accidents. No one likes to be
called a fool, and everyone should
realize accidents could happen to
them.
As an example: The well known
Klutz goes caving and arrives at the
top of a 20 foot travertine dam
and decides to slide down, breaking
his ankle when he hits the bottom.
The present Don Davidson style ~-lould
report: Kaver Klutz does a stupid
thing - this was a foolish thing to
do. A more profitable analysis:
As there were no obvious tie offs
and as the dam was somewhat inclined
and the surface smooth, it was decided to try a friction slide down
the face of the dam. Hm.,ever it was
more vertical than it appeared and
K. Klutz hit the bottom hard enough
to break his ankle. Conclusion always check a drop carefully before
descending. This way the lesson .
sinks in and everyone is more· careful.
Remember- " •.. and whoever says 'you
fool' shall be liable to the hell of
fire"' Matthew 5. 22

WHIRLPOOL CAVE
by
Although known to cavers for several years, Whirlpool Cave languished
in the files as just another local
groad hole until last summer when
William Russell and · Mark Shumate entered the cave in search of slamanders under the impetus of California
cave biologist Sam Sweet. On that
trip a terminal breakdown choke was
excavated two meters vertically to
lead up from a low wet crawlway into
the expansive blackness now known as
the Travis County Room. Such a find
fueled the imaginations of several
Austin cavers in search of a weekend
project, and since that time there
have been an average of two trips
per month into the cave.

Mark

Minton

A return trip was made to map
the cave and to check for leads off
of the oddly shaped big room. With
dimensions of over thirty by ten by
one to two meters high the room is
the largest, at least by floor area,
in Travis County. No open passage
was found, but a lot of air was detected blowing out of the breakdown
in one corner of the room. It was
an unlikely looking place to dig:
floor met ceiling with no indication
of passage. But the air had to be
coming from somewhere, so we settled
in for some major earth moving. Progress was slow due to cramped conditions and the often l~rge rocks we
were confronted with, but with the
help of Kenepak we persevered. Many
trips later we finally broke into
open passage at a depth of about two
meters. We blindly pushed ahead
while ignoring our faithful guide,
the air flow.
Several trips were spent wallowing in the incredibly viscous mud
which lined this new passage, appropriately named the Rasta Crawl.
This downstream bellycrawl was so
small that most of the rocks being
moved had to be dragged out its entire length, which slowly grew to
ten meters. In the process the caver
involved became covered with mud from
head to toe. It became a real challange to keep one's gear in usable
condition, or even to distinguish
it from the abundant mudballs and
rocks. As the trips dragged on and
progress slowed, we began having
second thoughts about our new lead.
A few checks of air flow convinced
us that most of the air did not go
down the crawl, but rather went up
into the breakdown.

Whirlpool Cave lives up to its name.
At the time of this photograph the
water of West Williamson Creek was
about one meter above the entrance.
All that is visible is a whirlpool.
Exploration during wet weather is
not advised as the first part of the
cave floods to the ceiling and the
low crawlway just before the Travis
County Room remains flooded for
several days. Photo by Bill Russell

continued next page55
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Cavers at the entrance to Whirlpool Cave.
From left to right: Rich Rohwer, Monte Fish~r, Kim Thomas Mark Minton
Bill Russell, Sheila Balsdon. These cavers have reached the entrance '
just before dark, but many trips have intended to leave at dusk only to
emerge at midnight as a good dig makes reality shrink to the rock ahead
and all else is forgotton. Photo by Lisa Wilk.

In January we had a large crew
in the cave to demonstrate blasting
techniques. A single charge was set
in the breakdown, and when the smoke
had cleared we saw blackness through
the few remaining rocks overhead.
Within an hour there was a passable
hole and the entire group rushed
exci.tedly through into virgin territory. Travis County Borehole! The
downstream passage averaged two meters wide and one to one and a half
meters high with extraordinarily jagged, gnarled breakdown lining the
floor. Past a short muddy bellycrawl the ceiling height was slowly
reduced until finally only a breakdown choke remained. But it had
airflow and quickly yielded to our
efforts. A steep sandy slope rose
over two meters into a small circular room. Across this roQm a hole
led down through breakdown to a muddy continuation of the stream pas=
sage. Another hole in the ceiling

led to an upper level formation
crawl. Incredible - in one trip we
had increased the length of the cave
by at least fifty percent and had
two good leads. It was now threatening Cave X as second longest in
Travis County.
With the approach of spring we
often found ourselves staying home
due to rainy weather. The cave is
located on the side of a wet weather
creek which was rumored to flow completely over the entrance in high
water - thus giving rise to its namesake, Whirlpool. Our vigilance paid
off in April when a large rain sent
water flooding to the ceiling
th:ough the cave. On a subsequent
tr1p to check on the effects of the
flood, William Russell noticed airflow
on top of a ledge in the Travis County Room. There was also considerable
organic debris present, and indeed
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East Caverns Profile

Whirlpool Cave
Travis County, Texas
July 1979
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there seemed to be a low passage going off into the distance. After
fifteen meters of digging through cemented breakdown we found ourselves
nearly standing in a long narrow room.
More digging led to a low wide area
containing a short vertical drop to
a lower breakdown chamber (the .Pit
Room) and thence to a dry streamlevel crawlway. On that one "recon"
trip we increased the length of the
cave another 25% and added a couple
of more good leads. Second placP was
now assured:
Another flood late in May left
impressive marks on the cave. Large
slabs were pushed up out of the floor,
boulders were moved around, and organic debris was jammed into every hole
and crevice in the ceiling throughout
much of the cave. The low crawl just
before the Travis County Room was
still flooded almost to the ceiling
a week after the rest of the cave
was dry. In general, however, the
water has been beneficial to our
cause. It wears away the rough edges
of excavation while carrying off much
of the loosened fill. The extent of
the changes wroug.1t by these two
floods has led us to speculate that
the cave has not been open for a very
long time.

Sheila Balsdon in the cra~1hray
leading from the en;·rance room.
Behind and to the left of Sheila
it is possible to NOrk down
be tt11een the breakdo~m and the
bedrock to reach the main cave.

Many additional trips have been
made into the cave, and both the East
and South Caverns have been extended,
occasionally by walking height rooms.
Presently the best potential seems to
lie to the south, which is the main
water course. Virtually every trip
· involves considerable digging, often
in very unlikely looking places.
But almost every trip is rewarding,
as long as one's expectations aren't
too high. Never was there a better
monument to the old saying, "if it
blows, it goes'."' After one year,
Whirlpool Cave is Travis County's
second longest at around 400 meters.
Next year - who knows?

Travis County Room
The rough, irregular floor and
ceiling are typical.
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INTRODUCTION
This study began as a review
of the revised second edition of
the book, Speleology, the Study of
Caves by Moore and Sullivan. As the
revie; progressed it became evident
that the section on cave temperatures
needed substantial revision. One of
the long standing problems of speleology is that many investigators of
caves attempted to generalize about
all caves from a very small sample.
Thus until recently there were numerous theories of cave development
with little attempt to combine them
into a uniform theory.

By Bill Russell

temperature of the area above the
cave; however, an analysis of cave
temperatures reveals that there are
other factors that have a measurable
effect on temperature . As might be
expected, cave temperatures along
with outside temperatures decrease
with altitude. When air is moved to
a higher elevation it is cooled by expansion as the atmospheric pressure
is less at the·higher elevation. The
rate of cooling is known as the lapse
rate. For air with the low humidity
and temperatures commonly encountered
in the United States, the lapse rate
This type of problem is apparent
is about 6 degrees Centigrade per 1000
in Moore and Sullivan's section on
meters or about 3 degrees Farenhite
cave temperature. They generalize
per 1000 feet. It takes more energy
about "middle latitude limes tone caves 11 to cool humid air so in areas with a
from caves in Colorado, but their
high relative humidity air cools at
formula dosn't even describe their own a lower rate. · As determined from
data. Using the temperatures and ele- cave and -spring temperature measurevations of Fly Cave and Spanish Cave
ments in humid areas of Mexico, tropfrom their graph of Colorado cave
ical air cools at about half the dry
temperatures (p. 28) and calculating
air rate, or about 3 degrees Centithe latitude with their formula (p. 23)
grade per 1000 meters . Thus high alwe find that Spanish Cave is in centitude tropical caves are warm not
tral Montana, and Fly Cave near Santa
only because they are near the eFe. This is due mostly to an incorrect
altitude correction, but as the follow- quator, but also because humid tropical air cools more slowly with ining discussion will show, the Colorado
creasing elevation.
caves are not representative of all
caves or even middle latitude limeThe effects of elevation and latstone caves.
itude are climatic effects , in that
they effect the air outside the cave
DEEP
CAVE
TEMPERATURES
and
are not related to the geology.
---However, when the tempertures of
The temperature at the entrance
many caves at various elevations and
to a cave is closely related to the
latitudes are compared it can be seen
outside temperature, changing with
that there . are other factors that afdaily and seasonal temperature flucfect the deep cave temperature . The
tuations. But these changes commonchart, Figure 1, is a comparison of
ly do not penetrate far into the
available cave temperatures from
cave. The temperature of the deep
North America. The base of the graph
interior of a large cave usually
is temperature in degrees Celsius.
changes less than one degree CentiThe relation used by some , 0.6 times
grade during a year, and this "deep
the latitude equals the average
cave temperature" is the most easily
temperature in degrees Celsius ,
studied aspect of the cave climate.
is only approximate for a narrow
As a· rough generalization the deep
cave temperature is the average
58
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this amount tends to produce higher
section o f the United States , and
cave temperatures. In the western
fails completely when extended southU.S. there is apparently a well deward. To make the chart as useful
fined area of high heat flow, more
as possible it is best to plot the
than 2Q (Figure 2) . Without the high
relation between temperature and elegeothermal flow in Colorado, cave
vation, as the relation between clitemperatures would be below freezing
mates and latitude is complex . The
above 3000 meters, and most caves avertical axis of Figure 1 is elevabove this elevation would be filled
tion. Thus any cave with a known
temperature and elevation can be plot- with ice. It is possible that some
of the apparent warmth of Colorado
ted. When several caves in any local
caves is due to the extensive winter
area are plotted they commonly form
snow cover that insulates the ground,
a line with a characteristic slope.
so that the extremes of the winter
For each area for which enough data
has been obtained this line has been
cold are not effective in lowering
drawn on Figure 1. It represents the ground temperature.
relation between temperature and elevation for that area. It might be
One other factor that affects
expected that these regional tempercave temperatures is groundwater
ature lines would be spaced evenly
flow. Water flowing through a cave
from north to south, according to
carries geothermal heat downward,
the latitudinal temperature variation. and tends to reduce the geothermal
However, Figure 1 shows that the lat- gradient. This is why only high
itudinal spacing is far from prediclevels of geothermal heat flow affect
table. The temperature of Colorado
cave temperatures. In almost all
caves at 47 degrees North Latitude is cave areas the geothermal gradient is
only slightly colder than springs at
essentially zero. All heat from bethe same elevation in the Garza Garlow is carried away by ground water,
cia Quadrangle near Monterry, Mexico. and does not increase the cave ternFrom the plot of surface temperatures perature. Rainfall also has a genit can be seen that the Colorado caves erally cooling effect on cave ternare five degrees Centi grade warmer tha perature as it originates at a highthan would be expected for their lat- er elevation, and is cooler than .the
itude. Thus, there must be important average temperature; though in areas
effects other than average temperature.which receive most of the precipitation in the summer the reverse might
The most important· influence on
be true. Data is still scanty, but
deep cave temperature other than lat- it does appear that caves with much
itude and elevation is the geothermal water flow are generally cooler than
heat flow. This heat flow in Colothe average surface temperature.
rado is about 2.2 millicalories per
This is shown clearly in Figure 1 by
square centimeter per second, or 2.2
Spring Cave, Colorado. Ground water
Q, (Roy, Blackwell & Decker, 1973),
flow in Colorado might be expected
about twice the average for North
to be especially effective as caves
America.
From the Colorado measure- are warmed by the geothermal heat
ments a relationship can be calculated flow .. Geothermal heat flow for the
between the deep cave temperatuFe and entire year would only furnish five
the heat flow . This relation is:
calories per square centimeter, and
(Heat flow - 1.2Q) times 4.5 will give cannot heat the sudden flow of snow
the expected increase (in degrees Cen- melt entering Spring Cave to the avtigrade) in the deep cave temperature. erage cave temperature. Spring Cave
due to geothermal heat fl ow. The
is 5°C colder than would be expected
heatflow throughout most of the U.S.
for its elevation. In more tropical
is about 1.2Q, and any excess above
areas the same effect is evident.
continued
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Colorado Caves-mostly from Speleology The Study of Caves
by Moore and Sullivan
:: Colorado Surface-1941-1970 average, Climatlogical Data
National Summary 1976, National Oceanic and At110spheric Ad111.
+Montana Caves-The Caves of Montana, attributed to
Moore and Sullivan.
* Xit itla Cavea-Cuevae de la Sierra Madre Oriental en la
Region de Xititla by F. Boa et
• Brinco Area Springs-Villa Rild&JitO Quadrangle (Geology) CETENAL
Monterrey Area Springs-Garza Garcia Quadrangle (Geology)CETENAL
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The Brinco-Infiernillo System in
western Tamaulipas is cooler than
small springs in the same area. In
the Xilitla area, S.L.P., Mexico caves
in an area of high ground water flow
are cooler than areas to the north,
possibly due to colder water from
higher elevations. Tne very large
springs in the Cd. Valles area in
s.L.P. and Tamaulipas, Mexico have a
temperature that decreases with increased flow indicating geothermal
warming. A conceptual formula relating deep cave temperatures to all
the factors so far identified as being
significant is: Deep Cave Temperature=
Average temperature at known elevation
- Elevation Correction + (Heat from
below - Heat from below carried away
by groundwater) + or - the amount of
cold/heat added by groundwater flow
from outside the area. To calculate
the predicted deep cave temperature
one first obtains the average temperature for a nearby area of known
elevation, then the elevation correction is calculated by using .006
degrees celsius per meter for
.
temperate areas or .003 for trop1cal
areas; then from Figure 2 the geothermal heat flow can be approximated
and the extra heat correction applie d
if the cave is in a high geothermal
area. As there is essentialy a high
heat flow (Q=2.2) and a normal flow,
one can as a good estimate, add 4.5°
if the cave is in a geothermal area.
So far it is difficult to quantify
the effects of ground water, but as
most groundwater flows carry large
amounts of heat relative to geothermal
heat flow, in any cave with large
groundwater flow the cave temperature
could be expected to be lower than
the average outside tempe rature.
Based on only two temperature measurments each in the Huautla caves
and in the Brinco-Infiernillo system it appears that cave air temperatures i nc rease about 3°C per
kilometer of depth, whi ch mi ght be
expect e d as cave air i s very hunid.
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E~'l'TRANCE

TEMPERATURE

The temperature ~t the cave entrance tends to vary widely with atmospheric temperature, but these
variations die out rapidly with distance into the cave. The relation
between distance into the cave and
temperature has been quantified by
Wigley and Brown and summerized by
them in "The Science of Speleology."
There are two temperture effects of
cave entrances that are of special
interest. Cold traps exits when the
entrance to a cave opens upward, as
the entrance forms a trap for cold
air. The cold dense air of the winter nights will flow into the cave
displacing warm air, and warm air is
unable to displace the heavy cold air.
This process can effectively lower
the temperature of a small cave to
the point where ice can remain in the
cave long into the summer, far south
of where the ground temperature is
below freezing. An entrance cold
zone can also form near the entrance
to a cave as dry air from outside evaporates water from the cave walls:
This process is particularly effect1ve
for cold dry a ir such as i s found i n
the western u.s. This is most likely
the cause of the cold zone near the
entrance to Modle Cave, Nevada. The
interpretation of Moore and Sullivan
(p. 29) is based on the idea that
"all heat transfer occured by conduction through the limestone . " They
imply that the cold zone near the entrance was caused by the cold of last
wi nter and the preceeding few decades.
Their temperature profile was taken
i n August. It would be interesting
to see if the winter profile has a
s ummer warm zone . Most of the se entrance effects like the Modle Cave
effect die out within 100 meters of
the entrance, but Wigley & Brown report that in Castleguard Cave, Canada
t he entrance cold zone extends 1000
me t e rs into the cave.

This brief examination of cave
temperatures has found several interesting areas for further research.
Perhaps the most important is to
quantify the effects of ground water
movement. Many of the major cave systems now being explored - Silvertip,
Purificacion, Huautla, Cuetzalan, are
in areas where most of the rainfall
sinks underground. Careful temperature measurements in these systems
should include several times daily
measurements at different elevations,
and water temperatures entering and
throughout the cave and if possible
temperature of the rainfall. With
this information temperature effects
of groundwater movement through deep
systems could be predicted. Measurements of spring and cave temperatures
in areas of low relief can also aid
the understanding of groundwater effects. In Indian Creek Cave, Texas,
a noticably warm stream flows on the
base of the soluable limestone, apparently removing the geothermal
heat from a large area. The major
springs of the Edwards Plateau are
somewhat warmer than the average tern-

Fig. 2

perature, or the small local springs.
Apparently these big springs remove
heat from the entire plateau, effectively eliminating the geothermal
gradiant above the water table. And
in some areas, such as the Xilitla
area of Mexico where cold water from
the high karst flows to lower elevations, the geothermal gradiant might
even be negative - a cave could get
colder as it approaches the water
table. The caves in the geothermal
area (or areas?) between Monterrey
and the Big Bend need further study
This area extends from Cueva de .Carizal in the south with a rock temperature of 88°F to Sotano de Sauz
'
just south of Big Bend that was explored with blocks of ice to a terminal room with a temperature of
1·)6°C. More measurements are needed
in all geothermal areas, and in areas of winter snowfall to measure
the effect of snow cover insulation
and snowmelt runoff. This is the
first in a series of articles on the
physical nature and origin of caves
and corrections, comments, and additional measurements are welcome.

Heat flow in the western United States after
Blackwell
and Decker. Contour interval 0.5 Q. '
Roy,

This is a contest developed to
promote grotto unity and spirit and
can be played by any NSS group. As
is well known bureaucrats and compilers of records lead very dull lives
reviewing grotto reports, !its of
new caves, and debating points-oforder. It is time for Texas to give
officialdom something to think about;
so, this contest has been organized.
These are three catagories:
Cover Photo:
The Little Man in Airman's Cave

1) Internal Organization Report
2) Longest Cave Name
3) Least · Appropriate Cave Name
Each group can enter in all catagories as many times as it wants, limited only by the immigration of its
members. Discussion of the judges
is final.
Gatagory 1: Internal Organization
Report. Every year all NSS groups
must submit a report to the NSS this report consists of four pages
of questions - the winner of this
catagory will be the grotto who submits the most original answer to a
question on the form. As an example,
consider the UT Grotto entry, submitted by Mark Shumate: Question:
Does your organization offer any
training programs? If so, please
outline briefly. Answer: Neophites
are airdropped into the jungles of
Sierra de Guatemala with one liter
of water and two granola bars and
told to find a cave system at least
200 meters deep or don '.t bother
coming back.
Catagory 2: Longest Cave Name. The
winner of this catagory is the grotto
whose members find a new cave with
the longest name. As the disoverer
gets to name a new cave it should be
no problem to do well in this catagory. In the past, Texas cavers
have discovered Langtry Trail Canyon Shelter Cave and Oriente Milestone Molassis Bat Cave.
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It is not that that Travis
County caves are too small, it is
that Travis County cavers are too
big. To remedy this situtation
Maureen Cavanaugh has found the
Little Man, who makes Travis County
caves look big. Steve Zeman and
Dina Lowrey helped with the wardrobe, and the Little Man had
proper caving clothes, a small
pack, and a hardhat made from a
metal film can lid. To illistrate
the effects of scale the photo
above shows the Little Man in the
entrance to Bullet Cave, and in
the lower photo Maureen looks in.
To enable the Little Man to
be a photographer two wires are
workedalong in the dirt and up the
Little Man's leg, and a small flash
bulb is placed on his chest. This
smallest bulb then looks like a
press 50. Note the arrow on the
ceiling on the cover photo.

The Texas Caver
1019 Melrose Dr
Waco, Texas 76710
Forwarding Postage Guaranteed

contestCategory 3: Least Appropriate Cave
Name. The grotto that finds the
cave with the least appropriate name
will win. Names like Bat Cave and
Big Cave will probably not win.
Cave names should be rally inappropriate - Nigger Navel and Grandma's
Raindrain come close. ' Names like
No Cave, For the Record Only are
another approach. The parts of the
body can provide inspiration - how
about the scrotum, but remember,
names so abscene that they can't be
published in the Caver are not eligable. But the winner will doubtless
be .based on shear imagination- like
Terry Raines' best cave name Infinite Infinite.

NEWS

NOTES

Dale Pate would like a volunteer
to replace him as the Texas NSS
t1e\\•s reporter.
He would like to
be the AMCS reporter, but cannot
do both jobs. Anyone knowledgeable about Texas cavers is we!- ·
come. Here is a chance to make
yourself known and tell others
about Texas. Let Dale knm-1 if
you would like the job. Tvrite:
Reporter, Box 7672 UT Station,
Austin, Tx 78712.

Craig and Pat Bittinger plan a
move to Austin in the imme diate
future. Craig has a job in
Austin. South Texas will miss
them, but the move will give
In each catagory first place will the Bittingers a chance to see
some Texas Caves.
be worth 10 points; second place 5
points; Honorable Mention 2 points.
If the Report is actually sent to the AHCS Activities Newsletter
NSS or a map of the cave published in Number Ten will be out by the
time you read this. This is a
the Caver the score will be doubled.
worthwhile publication about
Extra copies of the Internal Organievery kind of caving- not just
zation Report can be obtained from
vert i cal. TI1is i ssue has art i the NSS. Best answers will be published in the Texas Caver. I f enough cles on caving with expeditions,
interest is shown a s uitable ce rtifi- r opes , trucks , burros , aqualungs, bicycles, and projects.
cate will be provided the winners.

